kugist 16, 2011

II Holder,
Attorney Genera.:
Dc7q-Irtirneri1 of :..ustice
050 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
-7

Dear .A.t.tu.r: -Ie'v Ciene-ra
•
- res77,o -ale.i. to our letter of J7.11‘..118, 2011.
We recei'vc..d yew letter of julv 21, 201
wnich
letter, you ask that no rirovide both the Justice Department and the Office of Inspector
General (0:6): the t'nmscriDt of the July 4, 2011 interview of
Director :Kenneth Melson
.eonclUcted by Committee staff Sinc,c.-- ; ste 01,,.= is supposed to be conducf.r.g anintlepe -;cieitt
ircittilTy, it scorns oda that foe ar.T., ,ar'rment wcuild make a doc=ent request on belied o
office, We presume that if the 01051 world ike ICt make snob ii rec ituest, it is capable of doini.; so
On its own initiative. Hones or, we 'nave not received' atty - s7,-trein rec.. -;.1est front the 0151.
As you know, your agreetren'. with Senator Grassley on .otroceedinc4, with voluntary
interviews of De7yanment personnel stipulated y- ell v,,ould not se .1-,;."iri=ediate possession of
inte.-view transcripts. — Ore of the no,any goals served by
sion of our agreement was to
aceon-tmoda?,e the 72; C-Dar Lrfiellt S concerns about our in: L
- uiry
2 defense counsel with
specious arguments regaie.;lig 0iscovefy obligations
rer Brt-,
•ic7itionally. giver: that Mr.
Mcison chose to an rear cutsi:tIe the -presence of DeDa. ,ent Taw vers. we intend to re
hts
decision arid nosni IT One tintyo ,O word]ci as well.
-

We all have ninttla: interests in facilitating successful
prosecutions, ma
the integrity of our it:fi ulry, guarding the independence of the OIG's inquiry. and fusteri:g
candid, Wrect communications with Congress. Therefbre, we respectfully ree]T..est that t y- ou abide
by your pre'vicus commitment not to seek 130 S. session of ail.ervie -w ta scrnLseT :- "nis time,
including the transcribt of Mr. Melson's interview as well as the t7anseripts or future interviews,
Asst.

Dep't of Justice, to Chairc- ,-, -- lisnil issa & t&akint ;V:ember Charles

`Cio,1:.
F:rst Su,ps." term sheet fise:.i der neg:;:tions between Al::1r Genea tcider anc: Se7,ato: assiey (June 7,20151.
Malyland, 373 51 d. 83 (3963). Prosecutors f.ave a duty -.0 ±sclose exct.::patory ma:e. oSat ti:e custody of
other p.rosecl:t:g agenc:cs. LS. v. Bryan, 368 F.2d 1332 , 1036 (9:30 - .
owever, Con!-,, :ess is Tio:. a
prosetiria agency, and we are no:: in possessor of any exculpa:ony
a. Ti-is, 21 7. Soar. 2d, 7,25
;1.17 (D.D.C. 2005) ("lit: Congress s flOt an a:.,gency' and the DC).1 has r.; -;
!flfun7.-,azion
posses.;:or. of Congress that i S not also in the possessor
- nother exeu -s've brantne
.a?er:cy!.").
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Your agreement with Senator 01..assley also stipaJated. that "'responsive, written answers
to e(..vh.
questiori fOT: the' record relatcI to '..11L--/-1.171.17 controversy subrnitted by
Senato,r C.-as',y would be brovi ,,letl 0:71 an expedited basis. - we received a reply to that
reçaes on .17Ziy- 22, it clic', not con'tain answers to each sT:l.. --T';at7:: oe. ea'21-1 c7nestion. Mercover, Mary
of the answers were noil-respoLisive. 17'er example, QdesLion 37(a) asked whet' ., ., er yo,;i had read.
the ATF briefing er which states, "Currently, our strategy is to alfm -'o-, - the irc.???.rfer Offirea%'/EY
To continue to ,icake .,;-?tace." There is no response enurnera'.oi specific
c'llestIon 37. 1<_'ather. the -first se. -i-i',enee 31: what purports to nespond to s -dbparts (a) through ; -..1) of
Question 37 says, "The Department is aware of the briefin ,.; paper. - Sirnply rttt, that does not
an,s.\\ er the qtacs::ion,
moieu-en, the is no enurne7ated response to ,,iebnort -a) of Qt:estion 37, which asked
v,.nether
brie±lr,g paper was "ever provided the Denntv ad mmcv ,.."3enerpl's Office or orn -,other component at the
Departme.t other than AT77. - an. j1 sa zu aesailbe tie
;:ircurns -tarIces in detail. - '1'he second sentence of the respor -;se ta s -nbactals (a) thr ,
presumably meant to reply to subpan't (b). However, it is so vagTne and im.°omplete as to be nonresponsive to the stiont It says merely tad"based on ini -orm&ion presently available, .f ,..stice
Depannent ol':11cials outside ,of KIT became aware of the briefing 7317),T: in :.s. onnection with"
(b;.-.1se Committee -Investigdtion. That may Ira true and soth ,,,,,A!Tes.-1 -1-,7:Ilate(Li
question.
far short of bo.ing resronsive. Whet'ner anriair.Q ,a Da.' officials Ina:-; have learned of
the :-..,Tiefing paper daring J-te Congressional Ihvestigatlon in 2011 tells us notnirti.,:-...-)o -,;.t which
other officials a Der.artment components outside ATF may have received the briefina rim rem in
1 01f).
Subpar. g a cues'.:ion. 37 asked for the names of each tvilic„--ar v,•ho revieweL: a brahi 0
the 72 ehruary 4. 2C I I. letter to Senator (irossley. The reply failed to answer the question, smth
only that the Denartment "followed -1`.s standard practice" in drafting the letter and seek -ing ynt
from other coraii.x.ne ;11-s. Moreover, the Yeplits to cuestions 43, 44(a-b). and 45(a-b) rnerely abet
back to responses from ea:- IiQr questions that are non-responsive and merely indicate 11-1
Department is prodtich-,g documents that "may relatc to this mat em
Perhat,,s the most ta-.-, 7ahl1ng reply is to question 49(a), which asked how
Fast and
Furious weapons h.ove been recovered in connection with violent crimes in
Ti
'United States,
°the:7th= the guns recovered from the -3ri:.; -n Terry murder scene. The questim specificaP:y
a.skee yOU to "clescrnitt- the date and circuet:stances
each recovenT-: irm Cietai j. ." iTawever, rfle
reply :ails to do so. It indicated that there are 11 instances of Fast and Feirious guns -recove -,-:ed In
the tjnited States in connection with violent ,crimes. Howe\--eh. the reply also cia.irned that "ATF
does not have complete infoimlation oval
to respond tolnle cs .nestion." Regardless
"com7`.ete inferrilatica" is
seems clear that mach -,-h.ore information could easily hav.:a.
been provided..

aith First S
7, 20T ' •

ised durham lyt-,zoiiations
aided)
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The answer states that "when a law enforc,einent agency .subniiits a trace request, the
information providec: yi.-he iavv- enforcement agency does Lot ir_Oiicate if the firearm recoveitied
-Las been
in connect:01 -1 with a -violent crime - (emphasis attued').
weve.r eci aestion was
pi:ilia:sod in terms
fill-zeal-iris used in connection with a vioient hue, It was nilrased in terms
of firearms recoverec. 'tit, connection with a vioient crime. Yet the anSW:27Ths the reader to
believe that there is no additional irtiorrnation avaiiable from -the trace. 1:e.-,j uest. At a minimum,
the date of the request, the jurisdiction submitting the -2ecuest, the make and matte1 of the
weapon, and the serial number of L. w,tauppip -botilid have oeen
since all cthar
information is L',-,::2;Lble from the trace request.
Mere trouipilr g than the failure to provide those recuested, details, however, is that the
answer aci„(rils the eieraent of -whether the firearm was "used" ever though that -was not an eh2i -hcrit
of the question. That addition serves to oii -Iscare key inforrion about the C011 .i.ent of trace
requests, '2'cireity ic the in-riplic.-Cion in the re -Ay, law errIbrcement agencies actually clo. indicate
as part of a trace reg2i:Lest v‘thether the firearm v -v'as recovered in connection with a violent crime.
(inc of the reciuiiied data elements of a trace request is -the Naulimal Crime Information Center
(NOV) crime code. The NCiC crime code indicates whethei - the weapon was recovered
connection vei tin a ' -honlicide other sped lie violent crimes. Ye 1:',einartment's
utiestion 4 -9 ,.'- a) leads he
liielieve that sun information is unavailable.
We arc disapp;pinted hen. tie Deparittnent Las chosen to play word games ;Lite: - than
resnonding wi.th as rrnich, detail as possible about these additional II cases. Olci staff
nquired attoutt this matter on July 27, and it is OUT understaiidirtg that the Deiriarinient is working
on a corre-riition to the answer provided to Question
a). However, it has been nearly iitiree-tinda-half montris since e Him 1 irtcuiry and neerliv . three weeks siflco the Follow-up inctiry.
Accordingly. as our staff
requesteci, please -provide utirebiact.i.id copies of a:1 records
related to tlicse I I teece requests.
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U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Legislative Affairs

Office of the Assistant Attorney General

Washington, ac 20530

July 22, 2011

The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman Leahy:
Please find enclosed responses to questions for the record, numbers 37 through 53, arising from
the appearance of Attorney General Eric Holder before the Committee on May 4, 2011, at an oversight
hearing of the Department of Justice. These responses have been provided to the Committee on an
expedited basis pursuant to our agreement with Ranking Minority Member Grassley. We will forward
the responses to the remaining questions to you as soon as possible.
Please do not hesitate to call upon us if we may be of additional assistance.

Sincerely,

Ronald Welch
Assistant Attorney General
Enclosure
cc:

The Honorable Charles Grassley
Ranking Member
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ATF Investigative Strategy Briefing Paper
37.

The Department of Justice wrote on February 4, 2011, in response to letters I sent
on January 27 and January 31:
At the outset, the allegation described in your January 27
letter—that ATF "sanctioned" or otherwise knowingly allowed
the sale of assault weapons to a straw purchaser who then
transported them into Mexico—is false. ATF makes every
effort to interdict weapons that have been purchased illegally
and prevent their transportation to Mexico.
Yet one briefing paper written by ATF Phoenix Field Office agents listed the
investigative strategy of Operation Fast and Furious. The briefing paper, which was
recently released by the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee
states:
Currently our strategy is to allow the transfer of firearms to
continue to take place in order to further the investigation and
allow for the identification of additional coconspirators who
would continue to operate and illegally traffic firearms to
Mexican DTOs [Drug Trafficking Organizations] which are
perpetrating armed violence along the Southwestern Border.
Questions:
A.

Have you read this briefing paper?

B.

Was it ever provided to the Deputy Attorney General's office or any other
component of the Justice Department other than the ATF? If so, please
describe the circumstances in detail.

C.

How does this document square with your Department's assertion that "ATF
makes every effort to interdict weapons that have been purchased illegally
and prevent their transportation to Mexico"?

D.

How does this document square with your Department's assertion that the
whistleblower allegations are false?

Response:
The Department is aware of the briefing paper. Based on information presently available,
we believe that Justice Department officials outside of ATF became aware of the briefing paper
in connection with the investigation of this matter by the House Oversight and Government
Reform Committee.
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The excerpt above is an incomplete quotation from that briefing paper. The section that
you have quoted actually reads:
Currently our strategy is to allow the transfer of firearms to continue to
take place, albeit at a much slower pace, in order to further the
investigation and allow for the identification of additional coconspirators who would continue to operate and illegally traffic firearms
to Mexican DTOs which are perpetuating armed violence along the
Southwest Border. This is all in compliance with ATF 3310.4(b)
148(a)(2). It should be noted that since early December efforts to "slow
down" the pace of these firearms purchases have succeeded and will
continue but not to the detriment of the larger goal of the investigation.
The briefing paper as a whole demonstrates that employees involved in the investigation
and ultimate prosecution of the matter believed that, at the time the briefing paper was prepared,
probable cause for an arrest was lacking. Most notably, the briefing paper describes that in
conversations between ATF and the United States Attorney's Office, li]nvestigative and
prosecution strategies were discussed and a determination was made that there was minimal
evidence at this time to support any type of prosecution; therefore, additional firearms purchases
should be monitored and additional evidence continued to be gathered."
The Department has not asserted "that the whistleblower allegations are false[.]" The
Department takes these allegations seriously and, for this reason, the Attorney General asked the
Inspector General to investigate this matter.
E.

Why was this inaccurate information provided to the Senate Judiciary
Committee?

Response:
The Department makes every effort to provide Congress with accurate, complete and
timely information. The Department followed its standard practice in this matter of seeking
input from components likely to have information about the matter in order to prepare a response
that was accurate and complete to the best of our knowledge at the time it was provided.
F.

What steps were taken to verify the truth of the assertions in the February 4,
2011 letter before it was sent?

Response:
As noted, the Department followed its standard practice of seeking input from
components likely to have information about the matter in order to prepare a response that was
accurate and complete to the best of our knowledge at the time it was provided.
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G.

Please list each official within DOJ and ATF who reviewed the draft letter
and indicate whether that individual was aware of the briefing paper at that
time.

Response:
The Department followed its standard practice in this matter of seeking input from
components likely to have information about the matter in order to prepare a response that was
accurate and complete to the best of our knowledge at the time it was provided. As noted, based
on information presently available, we believe that Justice Department officials outside of ATF
became aware of the briefing paper in connection with the investigation of this matter by the
House Oversight and Government Reform Committee.
38.

Genesis of Operation Fast and Furious
Questions:
A.

When was Operation Fast and Furious first conceived?

Response:
We are advised that an ATF investigation was formally opened in or about November
2009, based on preliminary investigative information and activity initiated in or about October
2009. Based on the apparent connection to Mexican drug trafficking organizations, an
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) case designation proposal was
prepared in or about January 2010 and submitted to the district and regional OCDETF
committees for review and approval. This proposal was approved by the regional OCDETF
committee in or about February 2010.
B.

Who first suggested the methods of investigation employed in Operation Fast
and Furious, specifically the strategy of "allow[ind the transfer offirearms to
continue to take place in order to further the investigation"?

Response:
The phrase "to allow the transfer of firearms to continue" should not be construed to
suggest that ATF condoned or sanctioned the suspected firearms trafficking activity. Rather,
ATE has made clear that its strategy was to gather sufficient evidence to build a case against
federal firearms violators. ATF has also observed that the tactic of allowing the transfer of
firearms in order to further an investigation and determine the identity of additional coconspirators is authorized by ATF Order 3310.4(b) Firearms Enforcement Program (2/8/1989),
which provides that:
i. "WEAPONS TRANSFERS."
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a. Considerations. During the course of illegal firearms trafficking
investigations, special agents may become aware of, observe, or
encounter situations where an individual(s) will take delivery of
firearms, or transfer firearm(s) to others. In these instances, the special
agent may exercise the following options:
(1) In cases where probable cause exists to believe a violation of law has
occurred and the special agent determines there is a need to intervene in
the weapons transfer (e.g., the recipient of the firearms is a known felon;
it is known the firearms will be used in crime of violence), the special
agent shall do so but should place concerns for public safety and the
safety of the involved special agents as the primary determining factor in
exercising this option.
(2) In other cases, immediate intervention may not be needed or desirable,
and the special agent may choose to allow the transfer of firearms to take
place in order to further an investigation and allow for the identification
of additional coconspirators who would have continued to operate and
illegally traffic firearms in the future, potentially producing more armed
crime.
C.

Which officials at ATF and DOJ are responsible for authorizing the strategy
of "allow[ingl the transfer offirearms to continue to take place in order to
further then investigation"?

Response:
As noted, the phrase "to allow the transfer of firearms to continue" should not be
construed to suggest that ATF condoned or sanctioned the suspected firearms trafficking activity.
Rather, at the time the briefing paper being quoted was prepared in or about January 2010, the
United States Attorney's Office for the District of Arizona, in conjunction with ATF's Phoenix
Field Division, evaluated all facts and information that had been compiled in the case to that
point and concluded that sufficient evidence to permit the prosecution and conviction of targeted
individuals did not exist.
D.

Did any investigative methods in Operation Fast and Furious require the
approval of the Department of Justice? If so, please describe in detail the
method and the persons providing authorization.

Response:
The authority to approve the use of consensual (one-party consent) telephonic and nontelephonic electronic surveillance is delegated to ATF first-line supervisors, who shall ensure
notification/concurrence of an Assistant U.S. Attorney (AU SA) within the judicial district where
such use is contemplated. ATF used this technique in Operation Fast and Furious with the
approval of the U.S. Attorney's Office (USAO) and, where appropriate, a court order.
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ATF policy requires the notification/concurrence of an AUSA within the judicial district
where the use of electronic tracking devices is contemplated. In some circumstances, including
in this investigation, federal court orders are obtained for the installation, monitoring,
maintenance, and retrieval of such electronic tracking devices, which not only involve the
approval of an AUSA, but also a federal magistrate or judge.
The use ofl ATF interceptions also requires the concurrence of the USA° within the
judicial district where such use is contemplated. In such cases, the USA() forwards the:, _ _ATF
application to the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice for a limited determination of
whether a legal basis for the intercept request exists. Following that limited review, if approval
is granted to seek a [ATFJ interception order, the application and related orders are submitted to
the court under seal. Ultimately, the court reviews the request and determines whether sufficient
legal basis exists for the requested intercepts.

E.

If no investigative methods used in Operation Fast and Furious required the
approval of the Department of Justice, what is the process used to authorize
such methods, and who conducts it?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 38D.
39.

U.S. Attorney's Office Involvement
Questions:
A.

When did U.S. Attorney Dennis Burke first become aware of Operation Fast
and Furious and the strategy of "allow[ind the transfer of firearms to
continue to take place in order to further then investigation"?

Response:
While we do not have information on the exact date, Mr. Burke likely became aware of
the case called Fast and Furious sometime during the first quarter of 2010. The strategy of the
United States Attorney's Office was not to "allow the transfer of firearms" but rather to gather
sufficient evidence to conduct a successful prosecution of the offenders committing federal
firearms violations.
What was his subsequent involvement in Operation Fast and Furious?
Response:

Mr. Burke was generally briefed on aspects of the case by ATF and USA() staff during
the investigation phase.
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C.

When did Assistant U.S. Attorney Emory Hurley first become aware of
Operation Fast and Furious and the strategy of "allowiingl the transfer of
firearms to continue to take place in order to further then investigation"?

Response:
The case called Fast and Furious was opened by Mr. Hurley in the USAO on or about
November 25, 2009. As noted above, the strategy at the USAO was to gather sufficient evidence
to conduct a successful prosecution of the offenders committing federal firearms violations.
D.

What was his subsequent involvement in Operation Fast and Furious?

Response:
Mr. Hurley was the assigned prosecutor for the case.
E.

As of May 10, 2011, is the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Arizona
listed as the point of contact for any Phoenix Police Department criminal
case? If so, please describe each case and explain why a Phoenix AUSA is
listed as the point of contact on each case.

Response:
The USA° does not have information about whom the Phoenix Police Department lists
as the points of contact in particular cases.
F.

I understand that the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Arizona has
been unwilling in recent history to prosecute firearm trafficking or straw
purchase cases in which they did not have the possession of the firearm
because of a belief that case law required it as "the corpus of the crime."
This policy was followed even in cases where there was a signed confession
from the straw purchaser or trafficker. However, I also understand that
other districts, including others in the 9th circuit, do not take that position.
Is it the Justice Department's understanding possession of the firearm is
required to prosecute a straw purchaser or trafficker? If not, please explain
why this policy is enforced in the District of Arizona.

Response:
To prosecute a straw purchaser or trafficker, the USA() must introduce sufficient
evidence to prove the elements of the offense beyond a reasonable doubt. The facts of each case
are different and are evaluated individually in the context of constitutional requirements and
Ninth Circuit case law. The Ninth Circuit has held as a general matter, not limited to firearms
cases, that when the government relies on a defendant's confession to meet its burden of proof, it
must also introduce sufficient independent evidence that the criminal conduct at the core of the
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offense has occurred and that the confession is trustworthy. There is no USA() "policy" that
requires introduction into evidence of the firearm in every firearms case.
G.

How many cases have been declined for prosecution by U.S. Attorney's
Office in the District of Arizona on this basis? How many have been
declined in each of the other districts on this basis?

Response:
The case management system used by the Department of Justice does not record reasons
for declining prosecution of individual cases at the level of specificity required to answer this
question. However, in response to this request, the USAO conducted an informal survey of cases
declined by that office during the period of January 1,2010 to July 11,2011. To the best of our
knowledge based on this informal survey, the office declined to prosecute only three cases of the
hundreds of gun cases presented for prosecution due to concerns about whether the available
evidence met the burden of proof established by the Constitution and Ninth Circuit case law as it
relates to the corpus of the offense. The Department presently is unable to say how many cases,
if any, have been declined in other districts due to such concerns.
40.

Federal Firearms Licensees
On April 13, 2011, 1 provided DOJ emails in which Federal Firearms Licensees
(F14'1,$) expressed concerns to ATF about the dangers of engaging in suspicious sales
to further the ATF's investigation. ATF arranged at least one meeting between at
least one FFL and the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Arizona to discuss
these concerns.
Questions:
A.

How many meetings did the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Arizona
have with FFLs to discuss similar concerns?

Response:

A member of the USA() attended two meetings with FFLs.
B.

Please describe in detail the dates, participants, and communications during
any such meetings.

Response:

On or about December 17, 2009, AUSA Emory Hurley, ATF Group Supervisor; AT F
ATF ; and ATF Special Agent
met with the owner of an FFL. In pare; the
ATF
owner was advised that law enforcement could not tell him who he could or could not sell to and
that they could not instruct him to make a sale in violation of the law or refuse to make a lawful
sale. He was advised that as an FFL he had to comply with all of the statutes and regulations that
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" govern the sale and transfer of firearms and could not sell firearms unless the required paperwork
and background check were completed.

ATF
On or about May 13, 2010, AUSA Emory Hurley and ATF Group Supervisor
attended a meeting with the owner of another FFL, in which the owner was advised, in part, that
law enforcement could not direct him to make a sale in violation of the law or direct him to
refuse a lawful sale.
41.

ATF Acting Director
Questions:
A.

When did Acting Director Kenneth Me!son first become aware of Operation
Fast and Furious and the strategy of "allowlind the transfer offirearms to
continue to take place in order to further the investigation"?

Response:
ATF advises that they do not have information on the exact date that Acting Director
Melson first learned of Operation Fast and Furious. According to ATF, however, Acting
Director Melson likely became aware on or about December 9, 2009, as part of a briefing
following a seizure of weapons in Douglas, Arizona. Further, we have produced and made
available to the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee documents that are
responsive to this question.
B.

How often was Acting Director Melson briefed on Operation Fast and
Furious?

Response:
We are advised that there was no regular schedule of briefings on this matter. Periodic
updates were provided to the Acting Director as determined to be necessary by the Office of
Field Operations. These briefings typically coincided with planned field visits or in preparation
for meetings.
C.

When did you first speak to Acting Director Melson about Operation Fast
and Furious? What was the context?

Response:
We believe that the first direct discussion of Operation Fast and Furious between Acting
Director Melson and the Attorney General occurred in or about late April 2011 as part of an
agenda item in a briefing for the Attorney General by the leaders of the Department of Justice's
law enforcement components.
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42.

Awareness of Operation Fast and Furious
Questions:
When and how did you first learn of Operation Fast and Furious or the
strategy of "allowlinglthe transfer offirearms to continue to take place in
order to further the investigation"?

Response:
The concerns about Operation Fast and Furious first became evident earlier this year.
After learning of these concerns, the Attorney General referred the matter to the Department of
Justice's Office of the Inspector General for review, as was made clear in the Attorney General's
testimony on March 10, 2011 before a subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee,
and also in testimony before the House Judiciary Committee on May 3, 2011.
43.

Deputy Attorney General's Office
Questions:
When and how did any official in the Deputy Attorney General's office first
become aware of Operation Fast and Furious or the strategy of "allowlind
the transfer offirearms to continue to take place in order to further the
investigation"? Please provide a detailed answer for each official in that
office.

Response:
The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee has requested and the
Department is producing documents that may relate to this matter. See also Responses to
Questions 37A-D and 42.
44.

Criminal Division
Questions:
A.

When and how did the Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division,
Lanny Breuer, first become aware of Operation Fast and Furious or the
strategy of "allowfingj the transfer offirearms to continue to take place in
order to further the investigation"?

Response:
See Responses to Questions 37A-D and 42.
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B.

When and how did any other official in the office of the Assistant Attorney
General for the Criminal Division first become aware of Operation Fast and
Furious or the strategy of "allow[ingl the transfer offirearms to continue to
take place in order to further the investigation"? Please provide a detailed
answer for each official in that office.

Response:
See Responses to Questions 37A-D and 42.
45.

Other Awareness
Questions:
A.

Before the death of Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry, who else at the Justice
Department headquarters knew about the existence of Operation Fast and
Furious or the strategy of "allow[ind the transfer offirearms to continue to
take place in order to further the investigation"?

Response:
See Responses to Questions 37A-D and 42.
B.

When and how did they become aware of it?

Response:
See Responses to Questions 37A-D and 42.
46.

Priorities
When questioned about portions of the above matters at the House Judiciary
Committee hearing last week, you repeatedly said that you were not sure or did not
know the answer.
Questions:
Since your Department informed me on March 2, 2011, that you had asked
the Acting Inspector General to evaluate the concerns that had been raised
about ATF's actions, you had at least two months to inquire into this matter.
Other than referring this matter to the Acting Inspector General, what
actions have you personally taken to inquire into Operation Fast and
Furious or the strategy of "allow[ingl the transfer offirearms to continue to
take place in order to further the investigation"—now that you are aware of
it?

Response:
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As the Committee is aware, the Department's Office of the Inspector General is
conducting a comprehensive and independent review of Operation Fast and Furious. In addition,
we have instructed all U.S. Attorneys and federal law enforcement regional supervisors that they
are not to knowingly allow any guns to be illegally transported into Mexico. Further, the
Department has devoted substantial resources to helping Congress and the Inspector General
understand the facts surrounding the Operation. This includes, over the past several months, the
review of hundreds of thousands of pages of materials by Department professionals, which has
made it possible to produce to investigators more than 2,000 pages of responsive information.
These efforts, as well as others undertaken by the Department, reflect our commitment to
learning the facts underlying this matter.
47.

Connection of Terry Guns to Operation Fast and Furious
In your testimony before the House Judiciary Committee last week, you said that if
the guns that were found at the murder scene of Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry
had indeed come from the ATF's Operation Fast and Furious, a serious problem
likely occurred. I identified for you in my February 9, 2011, letter the serial
numbers of the two firearms recovered at Agent Terry's murder scene, as well as
the fact that both were purchased by Operation Fast and Furious suspect: ATF
ATF on January 16, 2010.
Questions:
Given that the recently unsealed indictment of Manuel Osorio-Arellanes for
his involvement in the murder of Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry confirms
the serial numbers of two AK-47 variant rifles recovered at the murder
scene, does the Department officially acknowledge that those two guns are
connected to Operation Fast and Furious?

Response:
The Department has an active, ongoing criminal investigation regarding the death
of U.S. Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry, which limits the information that we may
appropriately disclose in response to your question. That said, we can advise you that the
rifles associated with the deadly assault on Agent Terry were purchased in a single
transaction by
ATF
in January 2010. We are advised that the FFL faxed a
copy of the Form 4473 for the sale to ATF after the firearms were gone. As we
understand it, there was no ATF or other law enforcement surveillance of
— ATF
purchase.
48.

Recovery of Guns
At last week's hearing, I presented you with a chart regarding the firearms
purchased by fifteen specific targets before and after they were identified in
Operation Fast and Furious. This chart also identified the firearms recovered in the
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U.S. after the target was identified in the investigation. These fifteen targets were
later indicted, but they are not the only suspects involved in Operation Fast and
Furious.
Questions:
A.

For these fifteen defendants, what was the number of firearms they
purchased that were recovered in Mexico after the suspects were identified in
the investigation?

Response:

Based on information known to AIF and analyzed as of May 26, 2011, we understand
that ninety-five (95) firearms were recovered in Mexico after the suspects were identified. Some
of these firearms were purchased before the suspects were identified in the case.
B.

What was the total number of firearms purchased by all suspects in
Operation Fast and Furious (not just the fifteen on the chart) before they
were entered in the investigation?

Response:

Based on information known to ATF and analyzed as of May 26, 2011, we understand
that all of the suspects in Operation Fast and Furious purchased a combined total of six hundred
and two (602) firearms before they were identified in the investigation.
C.

What was the total number of firearms purchased by all suspects in
Operation Fast and Furious (not just the fifteen on the chart) after they were
entered in the investigation?

Response:

Based on information known to ATF and analyzed as of May 26, 2011, we understand
that all of the suspects (indicted and unindicted) in Operation Fast and Furious purchased a
combined total of one thousand four hundred and eighteen (1,418) firearms after they were
identified in the investigation. We are advised that ATF was not aware of the majority of these
purchases at the time they actually occurred.
D.

For all suspects in Operation Fast and Furious (not just the fifteen on the
chart), what was the number of firearms they purchased that were recovered
in the U.S. after the targets were identified in the investigation?

Response:
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Based on information known to ATF and analyzed as of May 26, 2011, we understand
that two hundred and seventy-four (274) firearms were recovered in the U.S. after the suspects
were identified in the investigation.
E.

For all suspects in Operation Fast and Furious (not just the fifteen on the
chart), what was the number of firearms they purchased that were recovered
in Mexico after the targets were identified in the investigation?

Response:

Based on information known to ATF and analyzed as of May 26, 2011, we understand
that ninety-six (96) firearms were recovered in Mexico after the suspects were identified in the
investigation.
F.

How many guns from all suspects in Operation Fast and Furious (not just the
fifteen on the chart) were purchased after the targets were entered into the
investigation but have not been recovered in the U.S. or Mexico?

Response:

Based on information known to ATF and analyzed as of May 26, 2011, we understand
that the total number of firearms purchased by all of the suspects (indicted and unindicted) after
they were entered in this investigation that have not yet been recovered and traced in Mexico or
the U.S. is one thousand forty-eight (1,048). We are advised that ATF was not aware of the
majority of these purchases at the time they actually occurred.
G.

Can the Department of Justice, the ATF, or any other agency under your
oversight account for the whereabouts of any of these guns that have not
been recovered in the U.S. or Mexico? If so, how many can be accounted for,
and how many cannot? Please explain.

Response:

ATF investigations relating to these matters are still underway. That said, as noted
above, we are advised that ATF was not aware of the majority of these purchases at the time they
actually occurred.
49.

Recovery of Guns in Connection with Violent Crimes
Questions:
A.

In addition to the two guns recovered at the Terry murder scene, how many
of the guns connected to Operation Fast and Furious that have been
recovered were recovered in connection with violent crimes in the U.S.?
Please describe the date and circumstances of each such recovery in detail.
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Response:
We are advised that ATF does not have complete information available to respond to this
question. That said, to date, it is our understanding that ATF is aware of 11 instances where a
recovered firearm associated with this case was recovered in connection with a crime of violence
in the United States. Generally, ATF has learned about recoveries of these firearms by other law
enforcement agencies in the U.S. and Mexico through tracing. However, we are advised that
when a law enforcement agency submits a trace request to ATF, the information provided by the
law enforcement agency does not indicate if the firearm recovered has been used in connection
with a violent crime.
B.

How many of the guns connected to Operation Fast and Furious that have
been recovered were recovered in connection with violent crimes in Mexico?
Please describe the date and circumstances of each such recovery in detail.

Response:
Please see the response to Question 49A. ATF does not have complete information
available to respond to this question.
50.

Accountability
A.

If Acting Director Melson was fully informed of Operation Fast and Furious
throughout the operation, do you believe he should be held accountable?

Response:
The facts surrounding the Operation are under review by the Inspector General and the
Department will assess her report when it is available.
B.

If the whistleblower allegations of allowing straw purchases of weapons in
Operation Fast and Furious prove true and Acting Director Melson
approved, condoned or remained complicit of these investigative techniques,
should he be removedfrom his position of leadership at ATF?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 50A.
C.

If individuals in the Deputy Attorney General's office were aware that the
ATF was not making every effort to interdict guns that have been purchased
illegally and approved, condoned, or remained complicit regarding the KIT
techniques of knowingly allowing straw purchases, do you believe they
should be held accountable?

Response:
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Please see the response to Question 50A.
D.

If individuals in the office of the Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal
Division were aware that the ATF was not making every effort to interdict
guns that have been purchased illegally and approved, condoned, or
remained complicit regarding the ATF techniques of knowingly allowing
straw purchases, do you believe they should be held accountable?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 50A.
E.

Who do you believe should be held accountable for the "major errors
Operation Fast and Furious?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 50A.
51.

ATF Leadership in Phoenix
I understand that the ATF Phoenix Field Office has temporarily assigned a new
Special Agent in Charge and two new Assistant Special Agents in Charge. That
constitutes the top three leadership positions in that office.
Questions:
A.

Why was this new leadership assigned?

Response:
The changes in leadership that have taken place in Al F's Phoenix Field Division were
made by ATF for management and personnel reasons and were made in the best interests of
ATF.

Has this ever happened before in the ATF? Please provide supporting
documentation of these changes in the Phoenix field office leadership in
addition to any other similar changes in ATF leadership.
Response:
ATF routinely fills positions that have been made vacant by reassignments. The
documentation for such a change is OPM SF-50.
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C.

Does this change in leadership represent an acknowledgement that mistakes
have been made by those who were replaced? Please explain.

Response:

See Response to Question 51A.
D.

Will the ATF officials who were temporarily replaced return to their posts or
will they permanently be replaced in the Phoenix Field Office?

Response:

Not all of the ATF officials who were temporarily replaced will return to their posts.
E.

Where will Phoenix Special Agent in Charge (SAC) William Newell be
assigned after his temporary Headquarters assignment ends?

Response:

The SAC is and will remain assigned to ATF Headquarters.
52. Murder Weapon of ICE Agent Jaime Zapata
According to a Justice Department press release from March 1, 2011, one of the
firearms used in the February 15 murder of U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) Agent Jaime Zapata was traced by the ATF to Otilio Osorio, a
Dallas-area resident. Otilio Osorio and his brother Ranferi Osorio were arrested at
their home, along with their neighbor Kelvin Morrison, on February 28. According
to that same press release, the Osorio brothers and Morrison transferred 40
firearms to an ATF confidential informant in November 2010. Not only were these
three individuals not arrested at that time, according to the press release their
vehicle was later stopped by local police. Yet the criminal indictment in United
States v. Osorio, filed March 23, 2011, is for straw purchases alone and references no
activity on the part of the Osorio brothers or Morrison beyond November 2010.
Questions:
A.

Why did the ATF not arrest Otilio and Ranferi Osorio and their neighbor
Kelvin Morrison in November?

Response:

The question seeks information regarding sensitive law enforcement operations. We are
attempting to determine the extent to which, if any, information in response to this question can
be provided consistent with the Department's law enforcement responsibilities.
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B.

Was any surveillance maintained on the Osorio brothers or Morrison
between the November firearms transfer and their arrest in February?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 52A.

C.

Did any ATF personnel raise concerns about the wisdom of allowing
individuals like the Osorio brothers or Morrison to continue their activities
after the November weapons transfer? If so, how did the ATF address those
concerns?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 52A.
D.

Although the gun used in the assault on Agent Zapata that has been traced
back to the U.S. was purchased on October 10, 2010, how can we know that it
did not make its way down to Mexico after the undercover transfer in
November, when the arrest of these three criminals might have prevented the
gun from being trafficked and later used to murder Agent Zapata?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 52A.

E.

Why should we not believe that this incident constitutes a further example,
outside of the Phoenix Field Office and unconnected to Operation Fastand
Furious, of the ATF failing to make arrests until a dramatic event is linked to
a purchase from one of their targets, even when those targets are ultimately
only charged for the same offenses the ATF was aware of months prior to
their arrest?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 52A.

F.

Do you believe that it was appropriate for the ATF to wait until Agent
Zapata was shot before arresting these individuals on February 28?

Response:
Please see the response to Question 52A.
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53. Earlier Knowledge of Zapata Murder Weapon Traffickers
The DOJ press release alludes to an August 7, 2010, interdiction of firearms in
which including a firearm purchased by Morrison. Further documents released by
my office make clear that not only did Ranferi Osorio also have two firearms in that
interdicted shipment, ATF officials received trace results on September 17, 2010
identifying these two individuals.
A.

What efforts did the ATF take in September to further investigate the
individuals whose guns had been interdicted, including Morrison and
Osorio?

Response:

Please see the response to Question 52A.
B.

When did law enforcement officials first become aware that Otilio Osorio
purchased a firearm on October 10, 2010?

Response:

Please see the response to Question 52A.
C.

Had the ATF placed surveillance on the Osorio home in September or
arrested Ranferi Osorio and Kelvin Morrison, isn't it possible that the ATF
might have prevented Otilio Osorio from purchasing a weapon on October
10 with the intent for it to be trafficked?

Response:

We are not in a position to speculate about what might have happened in response to this
scenario.
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